WART COUNTY IS FOR LOVERS??

When the town officials decided to appoint a Commissioner of Tourism, they never thought it could bring as much trouble as it has.

Spending a week down on the farm has not been as big a draw as was first thought. The Commissioner's job was to develop an advertising campaign to increase awareness of the wonderful recreational facilities in Wart County.

Virginia started legal proceedings against the county as soon as billboards proclaiming "Wart County is for Lovers" were put up. New York is expected to follow their lead because of the "I Love Wart County" television spots.

The Commissioner stated "I didn't know how was I suppose to know? Nobody tells me anything!!"

The second phase of the campaign has angered much of the community. The "FOR A GOOD TIME CALL 777-A-FUN" bumper stickers were considered to be in poor taste. The Commissioner said, "I thought it would be a good idea. Vacationers can call and hear about Wart County; but I don't think we want the kind of pig that has called."

RANDOLF CHANGES LUCK

After Randolf the red nose pig's heroic effort to save Christmass, the town honored him at the New Year's banquet. As a valued member of the community he was offered and accepted a job with the town's police force.

Once thought of as handicapped, unemployed, and the town bum, Randolf has become useful directing traffic when the light malfunctions.

The chief said, "Randolf has become an important part of the department. We are thinking of letting him ride on top of the police car during high-speed chases."

THE ST. VALENTINE’S DAY MASSACRE

Until recently, no statistics have been kept to indicate that marital disputes escalate on Feb 14.

Dr. Kupid has spent the last 8 years compiling national and international information on the subject. The findings have been published and the conclusions are revolutionary.

Dr. Kupid said, "The killing and violence are senseless. Most start out as simple arguments over trivial matters."

The most amazing fact disclosed is that only 0.001% of those committing violent acts received flowers, candy, or cards on or shortly before the 14th.

MOVIES IN REVIEW "THUNDERBALLS"

Hard times are ahead for James Barn, secret agent 770, in this spy thriller.

While spying on the evil Doctor Hogsnout, James is captured in Hogsnout's harem. Because of the trouble James has caused in the past, Hogsnout offers James his harem if James will work on the side of evil.

Will James keep the harem and do Hogsnout's bidding or give it all up and return to the forces of good?

I know what I would do and the secret service is better off without me.

BAD NEWS - GOOD NEWS

THE BAD NEWS:
PORK HAS BEEN LINKED TO COLON CANCER

THE GOOD NEWS:
PORK HAS BEEN LINKED TO COLON CANCER

This has been a public service announcement from the editors of the Porkard Report.